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A small touch and feel book full of cuddly bunnies and other soft animals, this is a gift your little one

is sure to adore.This USA Today bestselling board book encourages tiny fingers to explore and

develop fine motor skills while building an early language foundation. Babies will meet adorable

puppies, kittens, penguins, and other animals throughout the pages of the book.Filled with real-life

animal photographs featuring touch-and-feel textures that help children develop their knowledge

while increasing their use of senses, Baby Touch and Feel: Animals is the perfect size for small

hands. Its padded cover can withstand biting and throwing while its thick sturdy board pages won't

tear. Your baby can practice animal recognition and perfect animal noises while touching the novelty

textures on the pages.With more than one million copies sold, Baby Touch and Feel: Animals is the

perfect book for your child's bookshelf.Series description: Baby Touch and Feel books are the

perfect series for the very youngest readers. These small, padded books excite babies and toddlers

with their foil and touch-and-feel covers. Each book in this affordable series contains twelve vibrant

interior pages with bold, engaging images. Containing large word labels, each page has foil or glitter

to behold or a texture to touch. These safe novelty textures intrigue babies and are perfect for little

fingers to feel. The Baby Touch and Feel series encourages sensory development, language skills,

and early reading skills while teaching colors, shapes, patterns, opposites, and more.
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The pages were bigger then I expected! Thick and sturdy. Really well made. Definitely an awesome



deal!! Highly recommend

Perhaps my G Grandson was a little young for a book but I couldn't help myself from buying him a

book. In fact I bought several and this proved to be a winner despite his being a bit young for it. The

board book part of it meant he couldn't tear pages. He can knock it around and look at picseven if

not reading. And despite his young age (8 months) he very quickly has learned to touch the furry

and tactile spots and of course we just think he is brilliant. I think readers want their kids playing with

books early and this one works!!! Soon we will be able to start animal recognition but for now it's a

good book just for exposure to books.

My 1yr old loves touchy-feely books and animals so this one seemed perfect. Small, but thick book

with sturdy pages and a squishy cover...so far it's held up well with the baby. She loves the different

textures on the pages and we like that it's not your typical animal selections. Has rabbit, zebra,

snail, tiger, monkey, and more with different textures for each and some slightly more interesting

text, like how the tiger is licking his nose. It's a great way to practice animal noises, some of her

favorites being "Ooh, ooh" for the monkey and growling for the lion. :)

The pictures are lovely but the "fur" is a bit strange. The fuz on the bunnies on the cover is very

different than the fur on the bunnies inside. The book does not have a furry kitten, only a FD faintly

fuzzy yarn ball, which is odd. Odder still is the decision to include a snail slime trail, a starfish with

some very faint bumps, and a goldfish with the same texture as the starfish.

Ã‚Â My son is obsessed with touch and feel books. I love that he is learning to love books and he is

only 13 months but he can "read" these books hisself without me worrying about him ripping all of

the pages up. I love them and purchased more already! They are such a great sensory learning tool

for young children.Looking at books with mommy in photo**

This is one of baby's favorite books at Grandma's house. The rabbits on the front cover have soft

tummies though not furry. Inside several of the animals have fur or soft sections, though not all. The

kitten has a soft, flat ball of yarn. The puppy, monkey and rabbit inside the book have soft fur. The

penguin has a soft but flat belly similar to the yarn ball. There is a tiger cub, zebra, elephant,

butterfly fish, starfish, and snail which do not have fur or anything substantial to feel. Despite this,

baby loves it. I would have preferred every page to have something he could feel but I'm happy he



enjoys it regardless.

My 16 month old doesn't sit still when we try to read to him. When we started to read this book he

was distracted enough with the "touch and feel" that he sat still and let us read to him. Highly

recommend!

The few pictures in this book are cute but it really only has a couple small "pat" areas for baby to

feel. The other so called "pat" areas are really only a slightly raised area on pages. Pretty ridiculous

actually. So if you want a true pat and feel book I'd definitely pick a different book. .
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